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Links

• Information and resources about digital language resource 
development:  https://tinyurl.com/colrcdigital

• The current Coeur d’Alene Online Language Resource Center (COLRC 
1.0):  https://tinyurl.com/colrc-current

• The COLRC 2.0:  coming soon …

https://tinyurl.com/colrcdigital
https://tinyurl.com/colrc-current


‘Grass roots’ digital resource development

Appropriate access to serve community needs;
Safe storage in the digital sphere;
Designed for the resources we have, and the communities we serve



‘Grass roots’ digital resource development

• As much as possible, use low and no-cost technical resources for 
development 

• Focus on learnability and sustainability in choices about formats, 
technology, and infrastructure

• Done by volunteers, including students, who gain important experience 
along the way

• Small-scale, learn-as-we-go, 100% driven by specific community needs



Contributors and Learners in Tucson

HLT student Zhengnan Xie
Amy, Angela, Timothy
HLT student Amaris Le FayTechnical lead, John W. Ivens

Undergraduate Student Karina Casey
PhD student Timothy Chartier
HLT student Angela Hughes

Regents Professor and AILDI Director Ofelia Zepeda, AILDI Program 
Coordinator Alyce Sadongei and NAMA/PhD Student Wunetu Tarrant visiting 
Coeur d’Alene Language Programs in March 2019 



First, the purpose 

• Designated Community

• Ongoing Relationship

• Access

• Preservation

• Infrastructure

• Financial Sustainability

• Disaster Preparedness

• Succession Plan

• Submission

Mission and goals, categories proposed by Chang 2010



Then, the resources

• Identifying what’s appropriate to include

• Digitizing what you already have (paper, audio, video)
• Standards for digital resources are always changing

• Always keep originals too

• Finding materials in existing archives (universities, libraries, museums)

• Making new resources that are ‘born digital’



Stuff that’s needed

• Something for scanning paper files to create pdf or images

• A desktop or laptop computer that can run modern applications (Mac, PC 
or Linux)

• A high-speed internet connection

• (At least one technical expert who is willing to provide guidance)

• (Access to a server, or space in ‘the cloud’, or both) 



The Open Source Ethos – a Resource!

• ‘Open source’ means that people share the code that they create;

• And they share their experiences;

• And they are often quite willing to help;

• And they’ve also had that problem you’re having at this stage in 
development



Step by Step

• Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and a set of files – web pages 
that are mostly static…but you can have text, audio, images, video

• …add a little Javascript and PHP to your HTML, and you can get things 
that are more dynamic  
• (CAOLR – http://lasrv01.pfw.edu/crd_archive/start1.html)

• (COLRC - http://lasrv01.pfw.edu/COLRC/ )

• …big step to a database ‘MySQL’, and something like ‘node’, ‘react’, 
‘graphQL’ 

http://lasrv01.pfw.edu/crd_archive/start1.html
http://lasrv01.pfw.edu/COLRC/


Lots of free and low-cost courses

• W3Schools 

• CodeAcademy

• KhanAcademy

• Coursera

• EdX

• …





The data = a ‘delimited’ text file

0:::√a:::√a:::1:::a:::a:::†  hello. (gr.)

0:::√a:::√a:::2:::a:::a?:::so. (lit. Is that so?), (adv.)

0:::√a:::√a:::3:::a·:::aaaa...!:::cut out, knock off!, quit, stop. (lit. Cut it 
out!, Knock it off, quit it, Stop it!), (imper.)

0:::√a:::√a:::4:::aye:::aye:::hey. (adv.)

1:::√b:::√bc:::1:::buc:::buts:::†  boots. (n.)

1:::√b:::√bc:::2:::ec+búc+buc=šn:::etsbutsbutsshn::://  boots (to be 
wearing...). ((lit. He is wearing boots), n.)
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The data = a database record

{
“id”: 0,
“root”: "a",
“number”: “1",
“nicodemus”: "a",
“salish”: “a",
“symbol”: “†”,
“english”: “hello”,
“grammar”: “gr.”

},



Digital Language Resource Development

• Most languages are/have been written using different alphabets … for 
very good reasons.

• Each alphabet is useful for some purposes, but not for others.

• The COLRC has materials written in at least 3:  ‘Nicodemus’, ‘Salish’, 
and ‘Reichard’



A moment with spelling…



A moment with spelling…



A choice for usability…let viewers decide



Viewers can choose to see more…



Let’s take a tour…

• In production COLRC1.0:  
https://tinyurl.com/colrc-current

• In development:  localhost:3000

https://tinyurl.com/colrc-current








The ‘virtual keyboard’ can be launched to allow the users 
to type special characters, then copy/paste them into a 
filter or search box. 

A local search box looks in all the columns

Users can type a search in one 
of the column filters to just 
look in that column

Columns are all sortable and 
resizable, and you can do 
multi-column sort.

Checkboxes show/hide columns



This is what the virtual keyboard looks like now.  But it’s 
completely customizable.  You can type in the characters, 
then copy/paste into anything you want.



The default view of the dictionary shows only root, 
Nicodemus and English.  A user logged in as ‘view’, or not 
logged in, would see something like this.



If you are logged in with admin or updates 
privileges, you can add, edit or delete.

But nothing really gets deleted – instead, it 
gets an ‘Active’ flag of ‘N’.  An administrator 
can see and manage inactive roots.

‘Edit’ also preserves the original – it sets the 
original to ‘inactive’, and creates a new active 
record with the changes.



This is the default view of stems.

No local search box yet, but it’s coming.



This is the default view of affixes.

No local search box yet, but it’s coming.



This is the default view of texts

The triangles are expanders…



Expand a text to see all the 
versions, including any audio 
we have.  This should make it 
easier for folks to listen to the 
audio and read the 
manuscript



The dual view of hand-
written and typed 
fieldnotes









There’s a ‘phoneme chart’ display, by 
default it just shows the Nicodemus 
symbols





The site-wide search (for now) returns only results from roots, stems and/or affixes.  
It should also extend into texts – and new materials that are added



Search results display, and you can link 
back to the resource…



If you do a site-wide search, then navigate 
back to a table from your results page, the 
table remembers what you searched for 
and passes it in as a local search. From there you can refine or expand the 

search locally in that specific table.



Users can create an account if they want



There’s a little login screen ☺



Admin users can see other users’ roles, 
and edit them.  Note that all these 
accounts are fake – just for testing 
purposes





Lots of work to do!

• COLRC 2.0 will be home for a wealth of materials that cannot be 
found in 1.0

• COLRC 2.0 will need a lot more features (export/download, 
import/upload, search into text…)

• COLRC 2.0 will need lots of testing for usability, reliability and cross-
platform performance

• And we’re looking forward to it.



lim lemt.sh

Questions or comments about the tech?  Contact Amy at avf@email.arizona.edu
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